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Abstract
We present an object detection system designed for point cloud data that enables
targeted and adaptive computation. We observe that objects in point clouds are
quite distinct from traditional camera images: objects are sparse and vary widely
in location, but do not exhibit scale distortions observed in single camera perspective. These two observations suggest that simple and cheap data-driven object
proposals to maximize spatial coverage or match the observed densities of point
cloud data may suffice. This recognition paired with a local point cloud-based network permits building an object detector that can adapt to different computational
settings and target spatial regions. We demonstrate this flexibility and the targeted
detection strategies it enables on the large-scale Waymo Open Dataset.
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Introduction

Detecting and localizing objects forms a critical component of any autonomous driving platform
[1, 2]. Self-driving cars (SDC) are equipped with a variety of sensors such as cameras, LiDARs, and
radars [3, 4], where LiDAR is one of the most critical as it natively provides high resolution, accurate
3D data about the environment. However, object detection systems for LiDAR look remarkably
similar to systems designed for generic camera imagery.
Despite large modality and task-specific differences, the best performing methods for 3D object
detection re-purpose camera-based detection architectures. Several methods apply convolutions to
discretized representations of point clouds in the form of a projected Birds Eye View (BEV) image
[5, 6, 7, 8], or a 3D voxel grid [9, 10]. Alternatively, methods that operate directly on point clouds
have re-purposed two stage object detector design [11, 12, 13].
We start by recognizing that 3D region proposals are fundamentally distinct. Every reflected point
(above the road) must belong to an object or surface. We demonstrate that efficient sampling
schemes that match the data distribution are sufficient for generating region proposals. Then, each
proposed region is process independently. To avoid discretization, we featurize each local point
cloud directly [14, 15] in order to classify objects and regress bounding box locations [16, 17].
The resulting detector is as accurate as the state-of-the-art at lower inference costs, and more accurate at similar inference costs. The model does not waste computation on empty regions because the
proposal method naturally exploits the sparse distribution of the point cloud. One can also dynamically vary the number of proposals and the number of points per proposal at inference time since
the model operates locally. This allows the cost of inference to scale linearly, and permits a single
trained model to operate at different computational budgets. Finally, because each region is completely independent, one may select at run-time where to allocate region proposals based on context.
Machine Learning for Autonomous Driving Workshop at the 33rd Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems (NeurIPS 2019), Vancouver, Canada.
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Figure 1: StarNet overview. After obtaining a proposal location, we featurize the local point cloud
around the proposal. We randomly select K points within a radius of R meters of each proposal
center. In our experiments, K is typically between 32 to 1024, and R is 2-3 meters. All local points
are re-centered to an origin for each proposal.
For example, a deployed system could exploit priors (e.g. HD maps or temporal information) to
target where in the scene to run the detector.
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Related work

Object detection in point clouds has started with porting ideas from the image-based object detection
literature. By voxelizing a point cloud (i.e. identifying a grid location for individual points ~xi ) into
a series of stacked image slices describing occupancy, one may employ CNN techniques for object
detection on the resulting voxel grids [5, 9, 10, 6, 7].
Employing a grid representation for point clouds in object detection presents potential drawbacks.
Even when ignoring the height dimension in 3D by using a Birds Eye View Representation (BEV),
convolutions can be expensive and the computational demand grows as roughly as O(hw) where h
and w are the height and width of an image. In practice, this constraint requires that CNNs operate at
no larger than ∼ 1000 pixel input resolution [18]. Given the large spatial range of LiDAR, selecting
a grid resolution to achieve this pixel resolution (e.g. 0.16 ∼ 0.33 meter/pixel [8]) discards detailed
spatial information. This often results in systematically worse performance on smaller objects such
as pedestrians [5, 9, 10, 7] where the latter may only occupy several pixels in a voxelized image.
For these reasons, many authors explored building detection systems that operate directly on representations of the point cloud data. For instance, VoxelNet partitions 3-D space and encodes LiDAR
points within each partition with a point cloud featurization [9]. The result is a fixed-size feature
map, on which a conventional CNN-based object detection architecture may be applied. Likewise,
PointPillars [8] proposes an object detector that employs a point cloud featurization, providing input into a grid-based feature representation for use in a feature pyramid network [19]; the resulting
per-pillar features are combined with anchors for every pillar to perform joint classification and
regression. The resulting network achieves a high level of predictive performance with minimal
computational cost on small scenes, but its fixed grid increases in cost notably on larger scenes and
cannot adapt to each scene’s unique data distribution.
In the vein of two stage detection systems, PointRCNN [12] employs a point cloud featurizer [15]
to make proposals via a per-point segmentation network into foreground and background. Subsequently, a second stage operates on cropped featurizations to perform classification and localization.
Finally, other works propose bounding boxes through a computationally intensive, learned proposal
system operating on paired camera images [11, 13], with the goal of improving predictive performance by leveraging a camera image to seed a proposal system to maximize recall.

3

Methods

Our goal is to construct a detector that takes advantage of the sparsity of LiDAR data and allows
us to target where to spend computation. We propose a sparse targeted object detector, termed
StarNet: From a sparse sampling of locations (centers) in the point cloud, the model extracts a
local subset of neighboring points. The model featurizes the point cloud [14], classifies the region,
and regresses bounding box parameters. Importantly, the object location is predicted relative to the
selected location. Each spatial location may be processed by the detector completely independently.
An overview of this method is depicted in Figure 1 and Appendix C.
The structure of the proposed system confers two advantages. First, inference on each cell proposal
occurs completely independently, enabling computation of each center location to be parallelized.
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Second, heuristics or side information [20, 7] may be used to rank the locations to process. This
permits the system to focus it’s computation budget on the most important locations.
3.1

Center location selection

We propose using an inexpensive, data-dependent algorithm to generate proposals from LiDAR with
high recall. In contrast to prior work [5, 8, 10], we do not base proposals on fixed grid locations, but
instead generate proposals to respect the observed data distribution in a scene.
Concretely, we sample N points from the point
cloud, and use their (x, y) coordinates as proposals. In this work, we explore two sampling algorithms: random uniform sampling, and farthest
point sampling (FPS), which are compared in Appendix D and visualized in Appendix F. Random uniform sampling provides a simple and effective baseline because the sampling method biases towards densely populated regions of space.
In contrast, farthest point sampling (FPS) selects
individual points sequentially such that the next
point selected is maximally far away from all previous points selected, maximizing the spatial coverage across the point cloud. This approach permits varying the number of proposals from a small,
sparse set to a large, dense set that covers point
cloud space.
3.2
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Figure 2: StarNet Block. We annotate edges
We experimented with several architectures for with tensor dimensions for clarity: (# points,
featurizations of native point cloud data [15, 21] feature dimension) represents a point cloud
but the StarNet featurizer most closely followed with # points with attached features.
[22]. The resulting architecture is agnostic to the
number of points provided as input [15, 21, 22].
StarNet blocks (Figure 2) take as input a set of points, where each point has an associated feature
vector. Each block first computes aggregate statistics (max) across the point cloud. Next, the global
statistics are concatenated back to each point’s feature. Finally, two fully-connected layers are applied, each composed of batch normalization (BN), linear projection, and ReLU activation. StarNet
Blocks are stacked to form a featurizer (Figure 8).
3.3

Anchor Boxes.

We use a grid of G × G total anchor offsets relative to each cell center, and each offset can employ
different rotations or anchor dimension priors. We project each featurized cell to D dimensional
feature vectors at each location offset from which we predict classification logits and bounding box
regression logits following [10, 8]. Ground truth labels are assigned to individual anchors based
on their intersection-over-union (IoU) overlap [10, 8]. To make final predictions, we employ an
oriented, 3-D multi-class version of non-maximal suppression (NMS) [23].

4

Results

In this work, we focus on 3D vehicle and pedestrian detection from LiDAR point cloud data. All
experiments in this section were performed on the Waymo Open Dataset, but we provide KITTI [1]
results in Appendix A, and ablations regarding the importance of data augmentation on KITTI in
Appendix B. Additionally, a comparison of sampling techniques can be found in Appendix D.
4.1

Flexible detection on a large-scale self-driving dataset

To demonstrate StarNet’s flexible design, we show two strategies for altering a single trained model’s
computational cost at inference time: varying the number of proposals, and because the point featurizer is agnostic to the number of points, varying the number of points used as input to our featurizer
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Figure 3: Flexible computational cost of detection for (left) pedestrians and (right) vehicles.
Across 5 separately-trained PointPillars models [8], computational cost grows quadratically with
increased spatial resolution for the LiDAR pseudo-image. All curves for StarNet arise from a single
set of saved model weights. Each curve traces out StarNet accuracy on the Validation set for a fixed
number of point cloud points. Points along on a single curve indicate 64 to 1024 selected centers.
for each proposed region. Each blue curve in Figure 3 shows the computational cost versus predictive performance of the same model evaluated with a different number of input points per proposal,
while varying the number of proposals. We compare our single StarNet model to a family of baseline PointPillars models (black curve) trained at 5 different grid resolutions.12 Validation accuracy
was computed on all annotated bounding boxes in the Waymo Open Dataset with 5+ LiDAR points.
We observe in Figure 3 that a single StarNet model can outperform our baseline in both mean average
precision and FLOPs, and in the case of pedestrians offers a more dramatic improvement. It is also
evident that PointPillars (black curve) increases in precision for both pedestrians and vehicles with
increased grid resolution, but with a computational cost that grows quadratically.
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Discussion

In this work, we presented a 3D object detection system that operates on native point cloud data.
Our approach leverages the sparse distribution of point cloud data, and allows for flexible targeting
across a range of computational priorities. We find that the system is competitive with state-ofthe-art systems on the large-scale Waymo Open Dataset. We demonstrate how in principle the
detection system may be employed to target spatial locations without retraining nor sacrificing the
prediction quality. For instance, depending on evaluation settings, a single trained pedestrian model
may exceed the predictive performance of a baseline convolutional model by ∼ 48% at a similar
computational demand; or, the same model may achieve the same predictive performance but with
∼ 20% of the computational FLOPS cost.
1
2

We use resolutions of [128, 192, 256, 384, 512] pixels, with 16k to 32k featurized locations (pillars).
Following [8], vehicle models have an output stride of 2, and pedestrian models an output stride of 1
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Targeted Computation for Object Detection in Point Clouds:
Supplementary Material
A

KITTI Results

We evaluate StarNet on the popular self-driving benchmark KITTI [1]. Results here arise from two separately
trained models, one for vehicles, and another for pedestrians and cyclists, similar to [8]. Our StarNet model
uses 256 farthest point sampling centers (proposals) during evaluation, and a series of 5 StarNet blocks. Full
training details are available in already open sourced code available at Anonymized.
We demonstrate that our performance is comparable on the KITTI test set to several competitive LiDAR only
baselines. Because KITTI is relatively small compared to other deep learning datasets, data augmentation has
been used extensively for all competing methods. We note how gains in predictive performance due to data
augmentation (up to +18.0, +16.9 and +30.5 mAP on car, pedestrian and cyclist) are substantially larger than
gains in performance observed across advances in detection architectures, and provide a data augmentation
ablation for KITTI below in Appendix B. As such, we focus the majority of the above paper on the much larger
Waymo Open Dataset.

Table 1: Results on the KITTI test object detection benchmark for object detection systems using
3-D evaluation. All detection results and comparisons based only on LIDAR data. mAP calculated
with an IOU of 0.7, 0.5 and 0.5 for vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians, respectively.

B

Model Name

Easy

Car
Mod.

Hard

Easy

Pedestrian
Mod. Hard

VoxelNet [9]
SECOND [10]
PointPillars [8]

77.47
83.13
79.05

65.11
73.66
74.99

57.73
66.20
68.30

39.48
51.07
52.08

33.69
42.56
43.53

StarNet

81.63

73.99

67.07

48.58

41.25

Easy

Cyclist
Mod. Hard

31.5
37.29
41.49

61.22
70.51
75.78

48.36
53.85
59.07

44.37
46.90
52.92

39.66

73.14

58.29

52.58

Data Augmentation on KITTI

Table 2: Data augmentation improves performance substantially on KITTI. All results reported
on 3D detection metric for validation data. Global data augmentations consist of randomly flipping
about y-axis, uniformly randomly rotating all points ± 45◦ , uniformly randomly scaling all points
[0.95, 1.05] and randomly translating individual points along the z-axis with std of 0.35. Bounding
box augmentations consist of augmenting the bounding boxes from a ground truth data base (< 25
boxes per scene) [10] and uniformly randomly rotating boxes by ± 9◦ .

no augmentations
+ global augment
+ bbox augment
+ both

Easy

Car
Mod.

Hard

Easy

77.8
85.4
86.6
90.4

68.2
74.8
77.0
79.7

65.7
72.7
74.6
77.7

45.5
46.3
63.9
71.8

Pedestrian
Mod. Hard
40.8
39.4
56.5
61.0

36.9
36.2
52.4
53.8

Easy
56.1
75.8
81.5
86.5

Cyclist
Mod. Hard
36.9
51.9
58.3
65.2

35.5
48.7
54.8
66.0

We employed the following data augmentations culled from a survey of the recent literature [6, 5, 7, 9, 10,
π
π
8]. per-bounding box rotation (− 20
, 20
), y-axis scene flipping, world coordinate scaling (0.95, 1.05), global
π π
rotation (− 4 , 4 ), and ground-truth bounding box augmentation (copy-pasting objects from different scenes).
In order to parse the relative benefit of various data augmentations strategies to the overall performance of
the model, we selectively removed data augmentations before training the model and report the corresponding results in Table 2. We find that the addition of data augmentations for the bounding box labels as well as
augmentations for global alterations of the point clouds substantially improved the detection performance. Furthermore, both sets of augmentations are additive in terms of improving predictive performance. In particular,
we note that some of the gains in predictive performance (up to +30.5 mAP on cyclist) are substantially larger
than the gains in performance observed across advances in detection architectures [10, 8].
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C
C.1

Architecture and Training of StarNet
Training Details

We briefly describe our training procedure for our Waymo Open Dataset models, but encourage readers to
reference our already open sourced code at Anonymized. All models are trained with the Adam [24] optimizer
with a learning rate of 0.001, and a exponential decay to 0 over 75 epochs (with decay starting at epoch 5).
We use gradient clipping with a value of 5, a L2 regularization loss weight of 3e-5 for vehicles, and 3e-6 for
pedestrians. We employ a batch size of 32 during training.
Both vehicle and pedestrian StarNet models use a featurizer architecture consisting of 5 StarNet blocks, each
with an input dimensionality of 128, a hidden dimensionality (the first fully connected layer) of 256, and an
output dimensionality of 64. After concatenation of each blocks global features, the output dimensionality of
the featurizer is 384. We calculate the mean of the classes dimensions (height, width, and length) from the
training set, and use 4 rotations ([0, π2 , 3π
, π4 ]) for our box prior. This box prior is placed in a 5x5 equispaced
4
grid around each sampled center, giving us 100 anchors per sampled region. For each sampled region, we
project the features from our StarNet featurizer to 128 features for each anchor offset. We then use a linear
layer to classify the class of each anchor with a focal sigmoid loss (α = 0.25, γ = 2), and another linear layer
to regress the 7 parameters of our box. Rotation is encoded as sin(θ).
Finally, we apply a 3D oriented, per-class non-maximum suppression (NMS) to our predictions, keeping the
top 512 boxes. We found for vehicles the best NMS parameters, while not overly sensitive, were a 3D IoU
threshold of 0.03, and an NMS score threshold of 0.31. For pedestrians, we found a higher 3D IoU threshold
ideal, with a value of 0.46, and a score threshold of 0.01. Again, the model was not overly sensitive to these
values, beyond the discrepancy of IoU threshold between classes.

C.2

Ground removal from point clouds

One important feature for the efficiency of the proposal system is to remove the points associated with ground
reflections. We follow previous work and remove points with a z-dimension below a certain threshold [10, 8],
although more sophisticated methods are possible [20]. For KITTI, z > −1.35. For the Waymo Open Dataset,
we computed the 10th and 90th percentile of the center z location of all objects and kept only points with z
coordinate in that range. In spite of this heuristic, FPS still covers many ground points; high-quality ground
removal would decrease the number of centers required.

C.3

Constructing final predictions

The current design uses a grid of G × G total anchor
offsets relative to each cell center, and each offset can
employ different rotations or anchor dimension priors. We emphasize that unlike single-stage detectors
[8, 10], the anchors are data-dependent since they are
based on the proposals.
We project each featurized cell to G × G Ddimensional feature vectors; the same projection
weights are shared for all cells, but different weights
are used for each grid offset. These feature vectors
are then used as input to classification and regression
heads that produce classification logits and bounding
box regression logits. The regression logits predict
δx, δy, δz corresponding to residuals of the location
of the anchor bounding box; δh, δw, δl corresponding to residuals on height, width and length; and a
residual on the heading orientation δθ, parameterized following [10, 8]. We use a smoothed-L1 loss
on each predicted variate [8]. The classification logits are trained with a focal cross-entropy loss on the
class label [25].

Algorithm 1: StarNet
Input : N, K, R, G, X = {~
xi }, F = {f~i }, A =
{anchors}, where |A| = G2
Output: Coordinates and scores of boxes B
// Samples N centers from X.
C ←− Sample(X, N )
B ←− ∅
for i ∈ C do
// Samples K points near ~
xi .
P = N eighbor(~
xi , K, R)
// Featurizes points around ~
xi .
~
u = F eaturize({~
xj |j ∈ P }, {f~j |j ∈ P })
// Predicts boxes and their scores, given
// feature ~
u and anchors A.
B 0 = P redictBoxes(~
u, A)
B ←− B ∪ B 0
end
B ←− N onM aximumSuppression(B)

Ground truth labels are assigned to individual anchors based on their intersection-over-union (IoU) overlap [10,
8]. We compute the intersection-over-union (IoU) for each anchor and ground truth label and assign labels to
foreground or background if the IoU exceeds or falls short of prescribed foreground an background thresholds
(E.g., the pedestrian model for Waymo Open Dataset used 0.6 and 0.45 as foreground and background IoU
threshold). Otherwise, objects are ignored. We also perform force-matching if an object is not assigned as
foreground to any anchor: we assign the object as foreground to the highest matching anchor if (a) the highest
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Figure 5: Simple sampling procedures have good coverage over ground truth bounding boxes.
The coverage of proposals for cars is plotted against the number of samples on KITTI (left) and
Waymo Open Dataset (right). Error bars (not shown) range from 0.5%-3.0%. See text for details.
matching anchor is not assigned to foreground of any object and (b) the IoU to the matching anchor is greater
then zero.
To make final predictions, we employ an oriented, multi-class version of non-maximal suppression (NMS)
[23]. NMS removes predictions of the same class that heavily overlap with one another. Through preliminary
experiments, we found that setting the IoU threshold to 0.46 resulted in the best predicted results for the
pedestrian model for Waymo Open Dataset. Note that NMS is not used during training resulting in potentially
faster training times than other detection approaches [16, 17].
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To quantify the efficacy of each proposal method, we
measure the coverage as a function of the number of
proposals. Coverage is defined as the fraction of annotated objects with 5+ points that have IoU > 0.5 with
the sampled boxes. Figure 5 plots the coverage for each
method for a fixed IOU of 0.5 for cars in KITTI [1] and
the Waymo Open Dataset. All methods achieve monotonically higher coverage with greater number of proposals with coverage on KITTI exceeding 98% within
256 samples. Because random sampling is heavily biased to regions which contain many points, there is a
tendency to oversample large objects and undersample
regions containing few points. Farthest point sampling
(FPS) uniformly distributes samples across the spatial
extent of the point cloud data. We observe that FPS provides uniformly better coverage across a fixed number
of proposals and we employ this technique for the rest
of the work. Finally, in Figure 6 we show how this relationship translates to mean average precision (mAP) for
a single StarNet Pedestrian model evaluated with both
sampling methods.

mean average precision (mAP)

As a first step in constructing the object detection system, we explored two simple strategies for naively sampling point clouds: random sampling and farthest point sampling (Section 3.1). Figure 7 in Appendix F showcases typical results of what each proposal mechanism generates on scenes from the Waymo Open Dataset.
Note that random sampling samples many centers in dense locations, whereas farthest point sampling maximizes spatial coverage of the scene.

Number of centers

Figure 6: Adaptive computation with a single trained model. A Pedestrian StarNet,
trained with 1024 proposals, evaluated on
Waymo Open Dataset using 64 to 1024 proposals from either farthest point or random uniform sampling.

Details of Waymo Open Dataset

The Waymo Open Dataset contains both LiDAR points and camera images – although this work focuses on
the former. The dataset was collected in both urban and suburban areas, in a variety of weather conditions, and
across varying times of the day. The LiDAR spans a circular volume centered about the self-driving car with a
radius of 75m. The dataset is split into training, validation. The training split consists of 158,361 frames across
798 distinct scenes. The validation split consists of 40,077 frames across 202 scenes. Each scene consists of
about 200 frames recorded at 10 Hz.
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The dataset was annotated exhaustively for vehicles and pedestrians. Objects were human-labeled based on
camera and LiDAR images. Thus, many annotated objects are minimally observable based on the LiDAR
and contain very few reflected points. The training split contains approximately 2.2M pedestrians and 4.8M
vehicles. The validation split contains 539k pedestrians and 1.25M vehicles. Vehicles were annotated across
a large array of sizes from mopeds to large trucks. Pedestrians were annotated even in crowded environments
indicating that some pedestrian boxes may overlap and lie within closer proximity.

F

Visualizing Sampling Methods

[h]

Figure 7: Example of random uniform sampling (left) and farthest point sampling (right) with the
same number of samples. Red indicate selected centers. Green indicate pedestrians. Note that
random uniform sampling biases towards high density regions, while farthest point sampling evenly
covers the space. Neither place any proposals in empty space.
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Figure 8: We stack multiple StarNet blocks to build the full network for featurization. There are
readout connections from each block to the final feature representation.
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